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iINTRODUCTION
The properties of the group of isomorphisms of a group are
such that the importance of these groups is being widely recognized
In connection witn number tneory the tneory of the group of isomor-
phisms includes tne tneory of primitive roots 1 ana sucn well-known
2
propositions as Ferrnat's ana Wilson's theorems. In group tneory
an important use of the group of isomorphisms of a ^roup is the De-
termination of various groups of whicn tnat ^roup is an invariant
3
subgroup, the theory thus facilitating tne construction of new
groups. Again, since "tne group of Isomorphisms of tne group of
an equation is the group of the resolvent equation,' 1 the stuay of
the solvability of equations by radicals as treated by Joraan in
his Traits des Substitutions involves an application of tne ioea
of tne group of i somorpnisms . Because of tnese numerous us-is ano
since onlj a limited amount of tneory nas been developed, tne pres-
ent discussion has for its object the presentation of several tne-
orems airectly bearing on the groups of i somo rpnisrns of certain
f ami 1 iar groups
.
Tne idea of an isomorphism between two different groups is
connected with tne notion oi tne isomorpnism of a group with itself
ana seems in date of stuay to nave priority over tne latter ioea.
The close connection is seen in tne construction of intransitive
1. Miller, Bulletin of American Mathematical Society (2) vol.7
(1900-0 1) p . 350
2. Miller, Philosophical Magazine, vol.231 (1906) p. 224; Transac-
tions of American Mathematical Society, vol.4 (1903) p. 156; Annals
of Mathematics, vol. 4 (1903) p. 188.
3. Burnside, Theory of Groups (1897) §165.

2substitution groups, where a. Knowledge of the groups of isomor-
phisms of tne transitive constituents is essential to the complete
4determination of tne intransitive groups of a given oegree. In
general, two groups are said to be isomorphic, if to eacn operator
of the first there corresponds one or more operators of the second,
ana vice versa, in sucn a way that 10 tne product of any two ope-
rators of tne first corresponds tne product of tne corresponding
operators of tne secono. If the correspondence is 1:1, evidently
the groups are of tne same oraer, ano tne isomorpnism is termed
simple, an a : 1 -isomorphism (a>i) being called multiple* Various
5
other terms have been employed. frae importance ol tne iaea of
simple isomorphism between two groups lies in tne fact tr.at ab-
stractly two sucn groups nave tne same properties. Thus, two sim-
ply isomorphic groups are both simple or both composite* abelian or
non-abelian, insolvable or solvable* ano, if the latter, they have
the same factors oi composition, etc. In lb6o Jordon introduced
the idea of an isomorphism oetween two groups, defining an a:i-
isomorpni sm
.
6 Ten ^ears later Capelli presented the generalized
idea ol an a : b-isomo rphism. Among tne others who studied tnese
isomorphisms are Netto, Mail let, DycK, "Weber, Wilier, Burnside,
DicKson, etc.
Tne theory of tne group of isomorphisms of a group with itself,
like most other extensive theories of science, haa its genesis in
4. For a detailed discussion sec Bolza, American Journal of Math-
ematics, vol. 11 (1889) pp. 195-214.
5. Cf. Pascal, Repertoriwn aer HVkern Mat hemat ik x 1 ,
1
f p • 1 90
•
6. Coaiptes Rendus Ac a d . Sc . Par i s
,
vol.16 (186o) p. 83-6.
7. Gi ornal i di Matematiche, vol.16 (1878) p. 33.

the discovery and stuay of isolaiea cases. Some of tnese cases
seem ts have been worKea over before the inception of the iaea that
every finite group has a single group of isomorphisms ^wMcn also is
of finite oraer. Betti in his pa^er Sopra le teorica dei^e o'os-
g
tituz-ioni creatts Galois with naving given^ without prooi^an ex-
pression for the grour of isomorphisms of a group of oraer p m .
Dicxson observes that "although I have not found the passage in
the papers of Galois referred to by Letti, nevertnel ess I am con-
fioent tnat Galois nao the conception of the group of isomorphisms
9
of an abelian group oi type ( 1 , 1 , i , • • • ) n , at ieast for n=xi," ana
refers to a fragment oi a postnumous paper, Des Equations primitive
1
qui sont soluble par radicaux . In his own paper Eetti obtains
his "massirno mol t ipl icatore" of a cyclic group of oraer p m , wnich
is equivalent to the homogeneous linear group.
The next step «<i3 tauen by Jcraan who starteo with the aoelian
transitive literal group aefinea by the congruence
X,/ - xi +a i ( i
= l , • • •
, n )
ana founa the non-homogeneous linear group as the largest group of
literal suDstitutions under which the given group is invariant.
1
Joraan sho/.s that if the oraer of tne original grou^ is p n then the
oraer of tne grou^ of i somorpnisms is (p n -])(p n -p) • •(p n -p n ~ 1 ),
ana points out that this result haa al reaay been aiscoverec by Gal-
ois ana aemonstr&tea by Eetti, but he gives no references. Other
special cases were observea by Gierster
,
1
3
ana tne cogredient ana
8 . An nali di Scienze Matematiche 8 Fis ioiie , vol.6 (1655) p. 34.
9 . Transactions of American Mathematical Soc iety, vol.1 ( 1 9 O) p. 30 , footnote .
\0*0euvres Math&M&t iques D ' Evariste Gclois (1897 ) p. 58.
1 1 . Trait 4 des Substitutions (1 870) §§116,119.
1 2. I . C . ,p . 97 .
13. Mathematischo Annalen, vol.1 fa (1881) p. 319.

contragredient isomorphisms of the icosaneoral group v*ere noted by
1 4
Klein.
As appliea to finite abstract groups, tne conception oi the
group of isomorphisms seems to nave been developed by Holder 15 and
1 6
by Moore incepencentl y i in fact, tne latter has said !'we nit on
the notion independent! $ of each other." 17 Moore snows th.at tne
group of isomorphisms of ll n can be obtaineu as a suostitution group
of degree n.-l ana proves tnat the group of isomorphisms of j
g
in-
volving no operator of order greater tnan two is tne simple group
1 6
of order 168 and degree 7.
If the same group be written twice with 1:1 corresponuence oe-
tween its operators such that to the proauct of two operators of
the first arrangement corresponds the proauct of the two correspond
ing operators in tne seoono. arrangement, the group is said to be
1 8
simply isomorphic with itself. f'robenius has calleo tnis an auto-
19 2*0!
morphism wnile Miller has employed tne word iho lomorphism.* If
the given group be written as a regular substitution group, then
operators on the same letters e/ist which transform it according to
21
any of tnese simple isomorphisms. If ans isomorphism is effectea
by an operator which is in tne given group itself, tne i some rphi sm
is called cogredient or inner; all others ar^ caliec contragredient
1 4 .V or le sung en fiber das Ikosaeder (1884) p. 232.
15. Mathematische A d a a 1 e a
,
vol.43 (1893) p • 3 1 3 , f f •
1 6, bui let in of American Mathematical Society, vol.1 (1894-5) p«61
17. Bulletin of American Mathematical Society, vol.2 (1895-6) p. 33
footnote
.
1 6. C/. Burns ide, Theory of Groups (1911) p. 81.
1 9 . 5 i'tzung sb e r i cat e der Berliner Akademie, 1901, p. 1324.
20. Bulletin of American Mathematical Society (2) vol.9 (1902)p.112
2 1 . Frobenius
,
Berliner Sity.ungsberichte, 1895, pp.184, 185.

or outer* In his article of 16^5 Holder first proves tnat "the
totality of the different isomorphisms of a group with itseJi form
2 3
a group," ana states that the cogredlent isomorphisms always form
an invariant subgroup oi trie group of isomorphisms. (Footnote of 25).
It is reaaily seen tnat the .^loup of co~redient isomorpnisras is sim-
ply isomorphic with the quotient group of the given grou^ with re-
2 4
spect to its central, d.nd if the given group has no invariant op-
erators besides tne identity, tne group of cogreoient i sornorpnisms
is simply isomorphic with the group itself. li a group has no in-
variant operator besides tne identity and admits of no contragre-
dient isomorphism, Holder has called it a complete group, c*no nas
proved explicitly tnat tne symmet r icaJ group of decree n in>^) is
2 6
complete excepting when rt^d. He further shows tnat if a group
contains a complete group as an invariant subgroup, tnen tnat group
2 5is the direct product of the complete group ana some otner g roup.
Two more related tecnnical terms may be notea here. From Fro-
oenius we nave that in a given group an operator or a subgroup which
is transformed into itself by all the operators of tne ^roup of iso-
2 1
morphisms of tnat group is said to oe characteristic . fne central
and tne commutant are characteristic suo^roups. Closely allied to
tne group of isomorphisms is tne no lomorph of a group, which name
was introduced by burnsiae to mean the group composed of all the
substitutions on the Ic-tters of a regular substitution group which
22. Easton ^'Constructive Development of Grouc Theory, p. 72) indi-
cates that the terms COgredient and C nt r ag r e di e nt a r 3 . a u e to Gier-
ster, Matheniatische An n a 1 3 n
,
vol.18 (1881) p. 354,' Frobenius intro-
duced the terms inner and outer automorphisms, Berliner Sitzungsbe-
richte, 1901, p. 1324.
23. Mathemaxische Annalen, vol.43 (1693) p. 314.
24. Mathematische Annalen, vol.43 (1893) pp.329, 330. Given implic-
itly here first.
25 . i.iathemat i s cite Annalen, vol.46 (1895) p. 325.
2d, Ibid. ,p.345.

62 7transform that group into itself.
Following the developments of the two pioneers in the theory
of the group of isomorphisms of a group (it may be noteo tnat while
Holder spoke oi the "isomorphisms of a group with itself," Moore
wrote "the group of holoedric transformation into itself of a group.
References 17 and 18), Burnside began more general worx and his firs;
Theory of Groups (1897) was the first textbook to elaborate the the-
ory. The former men maoe Jittle more advance than was demanded by
the immediate questions to which they applied the new instrument,
while Burnside determined the groups of isomorphisms oi certain
cyclic groups and some abel ian groups of order p m . 28 Miller deter-
mined the groups of isomorphisms of all the substitution groups of
degree less than eight, developing several far-reaching
theorems, sue:: as:
The group of isomorphisms of a generalized dihedral group (whose
abelian subgroup of index two contains some operators of order
greater than two) ana of the dicyclic group (of order greater than
eight) is the hoi om or ph. of the abelian subgroup of index two.
If a [transitivel substitution group of degree a contains a sub-
group of degree n-1 and involves no subgroup which is both of degree
n and also of index n
,
then its group of isomorphisms is simply
isomorphic with a substitution 'roup of degree n which contains the
given group i n va r i an t 1 y
.
upwards of forty articles have .appeared in mathematical liter-
ature on isomorphisms of a group or on properties of the ^roup of
isomorphisms of a group. About naif of these have been written by
Miller, most of the others being by Eurnside, Dicxson, and Moore,
who have been previously mentioned, and by Young (J.W. ) and Ranum.
The last named and Miller have independently workea out formulae
27. Theory of Groups (1897) P .228.
28. / bid
.
,
p . 239 , f f
.
29 . Phi 1 o s oph i c al Magazine, vol. 2.31 (1908 ) p. 223 ,ff.

7for the order oi the group of isomorphisms of an abelian group ana
for the order of the largest invariant subgroup whose order is a
power of a prime p in the group of isomorphisms (p m bein£ the order
30
of tne given aoel ian group).
Besides articJes ana booKs to which reference has already been
made, tne following list gives the titles ana publication of some
of the articles giving the most valuable material on the tneory of
groups of isomorphisms:
Burns id e, Isomorphisms of a 3 roup with Itself.
Procee dings of London Mathemat ical S ociety
, vol.27 (1896) pp. 354-367.
Miller, The Simple Isomorphisms of a Substitution Group to Itself.
Philosophical Magazine (5) vol.45 (1698) pp. 234-242.
Miller, On the Groups which have the Same Group of I somonp.hisms .
Transactions of American Mathematical Society, vb 1 . 1 (1900 ) pp. 395-40 1.
Miller, Group of I somorphisms of an Abelian Group of Order p k ,
k>3, type
,
1 >
.
Transactions of American Mathematical So c iety, vo 1 . 2 (1901) pp. 260-264.
Miller, Note on the Group of Isomorphisms of a Group of Order p
m
.
Annals of Mathematics (2) vol. 3 (1902 ) pp. 150-164 .
v
Young (J.'W.), On the Ho lomorphi sms of a Group.
Transactio ns of Amer i can Mathe matic al Society, vol.3 (1902) pp. 166-191.
Miller, On the Holomorph of a Cyclic Group.
T ransacti ens of Americ an Mathematical Society
,
vol. 4 (1903) pp. 153-160.
Successive article in vol.9 (1908} pp. 332-336.
Miller, The Central of a Group.
T ransacti ons of Ame r i can Mathematical Soci e ty, vol.10 (1909) pp. 50-60.
Miller, I somorphisms of a Iroup h'hose Order is a Power of a Prime.
Transactions of American Maine mati cal Society, vol.12 (1911) pp. 387-40
30.Ranum, Transactions of American Mathematical Society, vol.8
(1907) p.83,ff., and incidentally by
Miller, Bulletin of American Mathematical Society, vol.20
(19 14) p . 3 6 4 , ff .

8In accordance with present group theory writings,/ is employed
to represent a group of isomorphisms, G for the particular group
whose group of isomorphisms is unuer study, ana K for the hoio-
morph, while the cor responaing small letters designate the orders
of these groups. The notation frequently usee in indicating the
illustrative groups is that explained and brought into general
31
use by Cay ley, and tnose illustrations whicn as suostitution
groups are of degree less than nine may be founa in the tabulated
list given in Miller's Memoir on the Substitution Groups Whose De-
3 2
gree does not Exceea Eight. The illustrations herein cited serve
as examples of the application of the particular theorems which
they accompany. Many of tne sample groups employed illustrate
theorems other than those with which they are given. This does
not invalidate their usefulness as nere employed, but ratr.er
through the fact that the results are the same regardless of tne
theorems with which they are taken, the solidarity and unity of
the theory is thereby substantiated. The writer's thanxs are due
Professor Miller for his kindly interest ana valuable suggestions
in the preparation of this paper.
31. Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol.25 (1890-91) pp. 71, 137.
32. American Journal of Mathematics, vol.21 (1699) p.325,ff.
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THEORY
* * *
I. THEOREMS ON CERTAIN GROUPS INVOLVING
A CHARACTERI^f IC SET
DEFINITION. A characteristic set in 'J consists of one or more
complete sets of conjugates under the group of isomorphisms of G.
This definition includes the notion of a characteristic set
of operators of G as well as that of a characteristic set of sub-
groups of G. The distinguishing property in a characteristic sat,
either of operators or of subgroups, is thus seen to be that the
set contains a definite number of operators which as an aggregate
correspond among themselves in all the isomorphisms of J. If a
characteristic set consists of but two conjugates it may be called
a characteristic pair: in case the set consists of a single o^era-
2 1
tor or subgroup, this is characteristic as already noted.
It results immediately from the fundamental property of a char
acteristic set of subgroups that if G is the direct procuct of a
characteristic set of subgroups, the I of G is the product of the
groups of isomorphisms of these subgroup s extended by operators
corresponding to whatever isomorphisms are possible among these
subgroups themselves.
In the present discussion, unless the contrary is stated, the
definition of a. characteristic set of subgroups of J will be re-
stricted to mean a singla complete set of conjugate subgroups unaer
the group of isomorphisms of 3. A few special products will be con
sioered, the different cases arising from different Kinas of groups
in the characteristic set.

10
THEOREM I. If 3 is the nth pojjer of an indivisible group H
whose central is the identity, then the I of 1 is the nth power
of the group of i somorphi sms of H extenaea by operators which
permute these n groups of isomorphisms according to the symmetric
grouv of degree n. If i is the order of the group of i somorphisms
of E, then the order of the I of j is n]i n .
For the proof of this theorem as well as for the proof of a
later theorem it will be useful to have some auxiliary observations
established. Accordingly, it "will be snown first tnat if j is the
direct product of two indivisible groups G
1
ana J 2 neither of which
contai ns an invariant operator besides the identity, then S« and
34
form a character isti c pair {according to the unrestrictea defi-
nition >
.
In proving that 3, and ~_ form a characteristic pair (or set),
3 2
it is necessary ana sufficient to show that neither 3 nor S
2
can
correspond to any subgroup containing operators outside this pair.
Now S anc have the following properties: neither is a i visible
and neither contains an invariant operator besides the identity,
every operator of one is commutative »ith each operator of the
other, and their direct proouct is Gf.. Since they have similar
properties, it will suffice to show that G. coulo not, in any of
3 3. By tha "nth power" is meant the direct product of n identical
groups. An indivisible group is one which is not a direct product.
Divisible is first used in English by Easton, Constructive Develop-
ment Of jroup Theory (1902) p. 47, being a translation of "zerfai-
leud" which was introduced by Dyckj MathematiscLe Annalen, vol.17
( 1 880 ) p . 482 .
34. Cf. Remak, Crelle's Journal, vol.139 (1910-11) pp. 293-308 .

] 1
the isomorphisms of G with itself, correspond to a subgroup outside
this original pair. Suppose, if possible, that S ' were a subgroup
neither Sj nor ^ which could correspond to 5. iti soma isomorphism
of G. Since G is not a direct product, G' couIq not be a direct
product. Hence, this G' must be const ructea by some isomorphism
between the original factor groups, or one of them ana a subgroup
of the other, or between invariant subgroups from both of them.
Supposing that Q ' were iormea by an a ' b- isomorphism, it will be
shown that it coula not be simply isomorphic itith S
1
.
If G ' were formed by an a :6 -isomorphism , then G2 could not
correspond to itself (because not all oi its operators would be com-
mutative with its constituents in G ' since G 2 contains no invariant
operator besides the identity), but must likewise have a J" corre-
spond to it in this ^articular isomorphism of G f and G" woula 1 ike-
wise' be the result oi some a ': b '.-isomorphism. Since every opera-
tor of G. is commutative with each operator of GL
,
every operator
of G' must be commutative with each operator of Q
"
, and accordingly,
the constituents of G. found in the operators of 3' must be commu-
tative individually with the constituents from G, found in the ope-
rators of G" (the same would be true respecting the constituents
of GL as found in G' and in G"). From tnis fact it will now be
shown that IG',G"\ would not contain Gh (similarly, it would noc
contain J
2
) . From the conditions just stated about the cornmutabil-
ity of constituents, if any constituent of g. in J' also appeared
in G
"
9 then G. if generated at all would contain at least one inva-
riant operator besides the identity: ana if the constituents of G
in G' were all different from those in G", then G\ would be a ci-

] 2
rect product. But both results are contrary to the original hy-
pothesis trat G] contain no invariant operator besides trie iaenti-
ty ana be indivisible. TJence lG',G"l does not contain (J« or in oth-
er words, j is not generated by G' and G". Therefore, in no iso-
morphism oi G with itself can G* or G 2 correspond to a subgroup out-
side this generating pair, or G. ana Q„ constitute a characteristic
3 5pair (or set) of subgroups of &,
The development of this proof further shows that 3 can not be
the direct product of another pair of inaivisible groups nei trier of
which contains an invariant operator besides the identity. More-
over, no factor of Q could contain an invariant operator besiaes
the identity for then the central of G would not be the identity.
Accordingly, it G is the direct product of two indivisible groups
neither of which contains an invariant operator besides tne iaenti-
ty, then if G can be representee as the direct product of two other
factors at least one of these must be divisible. If G were the
product of several factors the same line of proof would estaol ish
the generalization of this statement; viz., if G is the direct
product of n indivisible groups £j Gn no one of mhich contains
an invariant operator besides the identity and if G can be repre-
sented as the direct product of other factors not all of which are
identical with the former n, then at least one of this second set
of factors is divisib le . From this it is evident that if G were the
product of n such inaivisible groups, no outsiae subgroup could cor-
respond to any of these in any automorphism of 3, and accoraingly
35. If in addition to the conditions already inoosea upon G , and
j it is given that g ( ^g,, then evidently G, and Gx are themselvescharacteristic subgroups, and the I of G is the direct product of
the groups of isomorphisms of these subgroups. C/. iller , Transac-
tions of American Mathematical Society, vol.1 (1900) p. 396.

IS
the preliminary observation becomes, if 3 is the direct product of
n indivisible groups, no one of which contains an invariant operator
besides the identity, then these n group s form, a characteristic set
3 6(according to the unrestricted aefinition).
To proceed with the proof oi the theorem, 1 et B* » #2 »*"*
be the n similar groups each simply isomorphic with H$ and let J ,
fl » • • •
»
In fc e their respective groups ol isomorphisms. These will
also be simply isomorphic among themselves and have the same order i .
Since j s [H^ , • • • ,#n 1 * 3 i3 invariant under each of these /'s and
hence under their direct product. Moreover, in each oi the in dif-
ferent isomorphisms effected by [I] , • • • ,
/
n 1 each of these n genera-
ting #'s corresponds to itself. Now j is the direct proouct of
the n indivisible groups, no one of which contains an invariant op-
erator besides the identity; hence, from the preceding observation
ho outside subgroup of S can correspond to any of the H's in any of
the isomorphisms oi j, or these n H } s form a characteristic set.
f rom the fact tnat trie original n generating H's constitute a
characteristic set, the remaining isomorphisms of 3 are those aris-
ing when the n ff'S correspond among themselves, and tnis is possible
since they all are simply isomorphic and distinct. Now If an opera-
tor si of one of the A's, say ffj , corresponds to an operator 5. of
ffj 1 then ano #. must correspond in simple isomorphism throughout,
because since no I is a direct product nor contains an invariant
operator besides the identity and since no operato-r from outside the
groups of tne generating set can correspond to an operator of the
generating set, evidently the operators of ff. are the only ones in
36. Cf» Remak, i.C.j p.3C4.

14
the generating set which with a form a subgroup H which could
be simply isomorphic with H. . Hence, the co r responaences among the
3
n generating H's of the characteristic sec can be elfectea in ex-
actly n\ ways corresponding exactly to the symmetric group of de-
gree n.
The / of j, therefore, is of oraer n]i n ana is simply isomor-
phic with [/
1
,/2>***»/n l extendea by operators which permute the
/'s according to the symmetric group of order nl
.
Example. Suppose that 3 = (abed )pos (efgh )pos (ijk I )pos . 'inen
the / of 3 is [ (a&cd )al 1 (efgh )al 1 ( tjk Hal 11 • (ae i • bfj • ogk' dh I )
jtae * bf * eg • dh ) •
By means of this theorem it is easy to establish the follow-
ing one on a system of groups of isomorphisms which are complete
groups
:
Theorem II. // h is the group oj isomorphisms of u simple qroup
S of composite order, then the I of the nth poner of H is a complete
group of order n!/i n uj'nich is tne nth poiuer of H extended by opera-
tors which perriiute the n H's according to the symmetric group of
degree n.
In proving this theorem, use will be made of a proposition aue
to Burnsiae, "If 3 is a simple group of composite order, or if it
is the direct product of a number of isomorphic simple groups of
composite oraer, the group oi isomorphisms L of 3 is a complete
,,37group
.
Since S is a simple group, it is indivisible ana contains no
37. Theory of 3roups (1911 J p. 96.

lb
invariant operator besio.es the ioentity. Hence, from Theorem I.
the group of isomorphisms of the nth power of S is L = [Ky » • • • tS^ 3
extended by operators whioh permute the ff's according to the sym-
metric group of degree n, and from Burnside's theorem, L is a com-
plete group.
The quotea theorem states that H also is a complete group. It
accordingly contains no invariant operator. Moreover, it is indi-
visible. To show this it will iirst be proved that if a group,
which is the direct product of indiuisiole factors no one of which
contains an inv ariant operator oesio.es the identity, contains an
invariant simple group, then that simple group is contained wholly
in one of the jactors. For this simple group coula not be the di-
rect product of invariant subgroups from Gifferent factors nor
coula it be the result 01 any isomorphism, not one-to-one, of such
subgroups from different factors, because in both cases the group
formed would be composite. Since no factor contains an invariant
operator besiaes the identity, the required group could not be the
result of a 1 : 1- isomorphism* for in this case the group formed
would not be invariant under the entire group. Hence, if an inva-
riant simple subgroup occurs, it must be wholly in one of the lac-
tors.
Now to complete the proof that H be indivisible, suppose it
were divisible. S is its own group of cogreaient isomorphisms anu
hence it is contained in H invariantly. Then from the statement
.just established, if H were divisible S would necessarily be con-
tained wholly in one of the factors. But this would 1 eaa to an ab-
surdity, for then S would be transformed in the same way by more
than one operator in its group of isomorphisms since every o^era-

16
tor of the other factors would transform it in exactly the same way
as the identity. Accordingly, R is ah indivisible group. Then
since H contains no invariant, operator besides the identity ana is
indivisible, the preceding Theorem I. can be applied to the nth
power ot H ana the group of isomorphisms is seen to be / s [#},•••,
#m l extended by operators which permute the #'s according to the
symmetric group of degree n. Furthermore, since / is seen to be
the same as the complete group L, I is likewise a complete group.
Example. The group of isomorphisms ot the simple group of or-
<
der 168 and degree 7 is Known to be simply isomorphic with the
29
group of order 536 ana degree 8. Hence, the / ot the nth power of
{abede f yh) 336 is a complete group, which may as a substitution
group be obtained according to the theorem.
COROLLARY I. The I of the nth power of a symmetric group whose
degree is > 4 ana ^ 6 is u comp let e group .
Because these symmetric groups are the groups of isomorphisms
of their respective alternating groups which are simple and ot com-
3 8posite order.
Corollary t !« // R is the group of isomorphisms of a simple
group S of composite order , then the I of the square of H or of S
is a complete group which is the double holomorph of'H.
From the given theorem this 1 is seen to be the square of R
extenoea by an operator of order two which interchanges the two sys-
tems. Since R is a complete group, the resulting R is the double
39
holomorph of R.
Again, in connection with the groups of isomorphisms of the
38. Cf, Burnside, Theory oj Groups (1911) §§162,139.
39. This term was introduced by Miller, See Transactions of Amer-
ican Mathematical Society, vol.4 (1903) p. 154.
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squares of certain groups, another theorem which is closely relatea
to the preceding two will be given.
Theorem III. // G is the square of an indivisiole group H
whose central is the identity and which is simply isomorphic with
a characteristic subgroup of its group of i sornorphisms , then the
I of G is simply isomorphic with the double holomorph of the group
of isomorphisms of H.
In proving this theorem it may be supposed that H is written
as a regular substitution group. Then the operators transforming
it according to its possible automorphisms can be written as sub-
2 1 r-i
stitutions on the same letters. Furthermore, since H contains no
invariant operator oesides the identity and is thus its own group
of inner isomorphisms, it is identical with the characteristic
subgroup ol its group of isomorphisms (/„ ) with which it was known
to be simply isomorphic. Since no two operators ol the group of
isomorphisms ol a group transform that group in the same way, no
operator besides the identity in J- can be commutative with all the
operators ol H. Hence, /„ contains no invariant operator besides
the identity, or is its own grou*. of inner isomorphisms.
Now H is % characteristic subgroup of /„, ana accordingly,
the possible automorphisms of /~ with the operators of H in some
fixed correspondence form an invariant subgroup of the group of
isomorphisms of / . But since no two operators in /_ and outside
n H
H transform the operators oi h in the same way, the total automor-
phism oi 7
H is fixec il the automorphism ol H is fixed. hence,
the / of the grou^, of isomorphisms of h is not of greater order
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than is /_ itseli. But its group of inner isomorphisms has been
H
seen to be of tnat order. Accordingly, since / fi contains no inva-
riant operator besides the identity ana admits of no outer isomor-
40
phism, it is a complete group.
Finally, from Theorem I. trie / of G is seen to be the square
of a complete group extended by an operator oi order two which in-
terchanges the two systems, ana therefore this / is the aouble
holomorph of the group of isomorphisms of tf.
ExampL'e» If G = ( abed )pos ( efgh > pos , then / = [ {abed >al 1 (efgh )al 1
(ae
•
bf' eg • dh ) , which is the double holomorph oi the symmetric group
oi degree four.
This part of the discussion is concluded with the following
theorem and corollaries on conjoints: 41
Theorem IV. // an indivisible group H and its conjoint H' gen-
erate G, where the order of the central of h is not greater than
two, then if G contains no other pair of subgroups simply isomor-
phic with h and H', the I of G is simply isomorphic with the square
of the group of isomorphisms of H extended by an operator of order
two which simply interchanges the two systems.
Suppose that C is the central of #. From the nature of the
construction of the conjoints, C is also the centra] of H', and the
cross-cut of the two groups; accordingly, it is the central of 3.
By hypothesis C is either the iaentity or the identity ana a char-
acteristic operator of order two.
40. Burn side gives a differ eat proof 4 i.e., p. 95).
41. The term conjoint is due to Jordan. See Trait 4 aes Substitu-
tions (1870) p. 60.
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It will be proved that these two conjoints form a character-
istic set or pair. Let the operators of H outside C be represented
by s's, those of R' by fc'S; thus,
H — C j s 2 > 5^ , ... t i
h ' = C
, , f ' ' ' , t, .
Since by Hypothesis there are no other pairs of subgroups
which, coulc correspond to R ana ff'i it is sulficient to show that
no subgroup exists in S which coulo correspond to one of these con-
joints and Kith the other form a generating pair in some automor-
phism of 5. Any such subgroup would ha\ e to contain an operator
or some operators from outsiae H and R', cut none of tne operators
outside H and H' is commutative with all the operators of h or with
all those of This is because all such operators are of tne
form si tj ii, j»2, • • • ,7i ) where neither lactor is from the central C,
so that the prouuct cannot be commutative with all of s2 » • • » sh
nor with all of t
2 ,
Accordingly, no subgroup exists wh ich
could replace either conjoint in an automorphism of S; so that under
the hypotheses, they constitute a characteristic pair of subgroups.
Since the operators of each conjoint are commutative with each
operator of the other ana each conjoint subgroup is independent of
the other, evidently each can correspond exactly according to its
own group of isomorphisms while tne otner remains fixec in ioentical
correspondence. Furthermore, the conjoints themselves can corre-
spond, ana they correspond throughout if some operator outside the
central of one is in correspondence with an operator of the other.
That is, if some s corresponds to some t, then H and a' correspond
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entirely. Otherwise., it would be possible to form from the opera-
tors of H and H' two groups each simply isomorphic with H 9 each
containing both s's anu t's, and they would possess the property
that every operator of one was commutative with every operator of
that
the other. Since H is not a direct proauct, this woula necessitate A
some one or more of the s's (or t's) be commutat
i
T
.e with all the
other s's (or t's), making the oraer of te central greater tnan tnat
of C, which would be contrary to hypothesis. Hence, if one opera-
tor (outsiae 6') of H corresponds to an operator of all of h
corresponds to h ' -
Hence, 3 has the isomorphisms of H , combined with all those of
H't and finally those additional ones resulting from making H and
H' correspond, ana it has no more. The I of 3 is thus representabi
e
as a substitution group by extending the square of the group of iso-
morphisms of H tjy an operator which simply interchanges the two sys-
tems.
Should H contain no invariant operator besides the identity,
from the auxiliary facts established in the proof of Theorem I. H
and its conjoint would constitute a characteristic pair, ana the
conditions woula be a special case of Theorem I. with n = 2; viz.,
Corollary I. // G is generated by an indivisible group H and
its conjoint H' where H contains no invariant operator besides the
identity, then the I oj 3 is simply isomorphic with the square of
the group of isomorphisms of H extended by an operator of order
two which simply interchanges the two systems.
If in this theorem or the corollary just statea, the group of
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isomorphisms of h should be a complete group, the / of 3 would be
simply isomorphic with the double holomorph of the group of isomor-
phisms of H.
If two conjoints such as those of the theorem generate a group
G which contains otner pairs of simply isomorphic subgroups (which
could thus correspond to H and H' in some automorphism of G ) » then
from the preceding proof where it was shown that no one subgroup
could be in two different pairs of conjoints, the following state-
ment can be made regarding the order of the group of isomorphisms
of G:
COROLLARY II. If G is generated by an indivisible group H and
its conjoint H ' where the order of the central of H is not greater
than two, then the order of the I of G is t<uice the product oj the
order of the group of isomorphisms of H by the number of pairs of
subgroups which can correspond to H and H' in the automorphisms
of G.
Example. The group Gf = i (abod >8 iefgh )8 I 2 £ae • bf - c g • dh) , which
is of degree eight, well illustrates most of the theory brought out
in connection with this theorem. This group is generated by two
conjoint quaternion groups having a common central (tne identity
and a characteristic operator of order two) ana nothing else in com-
mon; furthermore, it contains no other quaternion subgroups. Now
the symmetric group oi degree four is the group of isomorphisms of
4 2
the quaternion group, so that the J of G is simply isomorphic
with the square 'of the symmetric group of degree four extended by
42. Cf .Miller, bulletin of American Mathematical Society (2) vol.
5
( 1 b98- 99 ) p. 294.

an operator of. oraer two which simply interchanges the two systems
or since the symmetric group of aegree four is a complete group,
this / is the oouble holomorph ol this symmetric group, the oroer
being 1 1 62.
Again, it may be notea that this G is generated by a pair of
conjoint octic groups. If there were but one pair, / would be of
order 128j but there are nine uistinct pairs of octic groups each
pair having the properties of conjoints and being generators of S,
so that -the / of G is of order 9 x 1 2s = 1152.
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II. THEOREMS ON THE DIRECT PRODUCT OF
PARTICULAR DISSIMILAR GROUPS
In the theorems of this section the group 3 is the airect
product 01 two subgroups, one of which U) is characteristic and
the otner (5) may have conjugates under the group of isomorphisms
( /q ) . A ana B, therefore, have the following properties: every
operator of B is commutative with each operator of A, the identity
is their only common operator, A ana B generate S, A always corre-
sponds to itself ana b may correspond to some other subgroup.
Since A always corresponds to itself, any grou^. B' which cor-
responds to B in any automorphism of Q must have only the iaentity
in common with A; hence, B' coula not be the direct product oi any
subgroup from A ana any subgroup of fi. Accordingly, it / ' exists,
it must be formed by some isomorphism. Every operator of B' must
be commutative with each operator of At hence, any operators ol A
appearing as constituents in b' must be from the central of A • B 1
could not be formed by an isomorphism of any subgroup from fi of
index s 2 with a subgroup from the central of A , for the group gen-
erated by such a group ana A would not contain B » hence would not
be 7. Hence, since B' is to be ol the same order as B, every pos-
siole b' must be formed by a d : 1 -isomorphism of b with some sub-
group from the central of a* Such a group ana A woula eviaently
generate b and accordingly Car's moreover, it would 'be simply isomor-
phic with B and would have only the identity in common with A*
With this introduction the following auxiliary proposition will be
established for immediate use in the following three theorems.

*4
Theorem V. // the group G is the direct product oj two groups
A and B such that (a) A is character isti c in G; (b) B and all its
conjugates contain a common subgroup D of index p (p being any prime)
(c ) the operators of oraer p in tne central oj A form a characteris-
43
tic subgroup ujhich admits oj a-ho lomorphisms
, et » • * Cp-1 ) s under
the I of A; then the I of G is simply isomorphic with the airect
product of the group of isomorphisms of 6 (/ B ) and a group I'.
From the statement of the conditions it is obvious that all
the conjugates of B are formed b y a d : 1 -isomorphism between B and
cyclic groups of order p from the central of 1, all of tnese conju-
gates having the same head D , which is thus a characteristic sub-
group of G, It will first be proved that the / of G is siniply iso-
morphic with a group generated by J. , / , an?: operators represent-
ing certain transformations oi B into its conjugates. Ultimately,
it will be shown also that /' is generated by the grou\. of isomor-
phisms of A {I ^) and operators corresponding to the transformation
of B into its conjugates in which the order of the B -const ituents
is the same as the order oj the operators of b itself.
In the automorphisms of G, A can correspond according to all
its possible isomorphisms while B remains in identical correspond-
ence, and vice versa. But each such set of transformations forms a
group; / A and 7 B , respectively, which have nothing more than the
identity in common. Hence, the / oi G has subgroups simply isomor-
phic with / and with /_ (all tne operators of one subgroup being
43. Defined 03/ Young (J.W.), Transactions of American Mathematical
Society, vol.3 (1902) p. 186.
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commutative with each of those ol the other > and a subgroup simply
isomorphic with their direct product. When referring to these sim-
ply isomorphic subgroups, they will be called lj, / B , etc. rather
than "the subgroup simply isomorphic »ith etc. With tne char-,
acteristic subgroup A in identical corresponaence , g can correspond
to itself according to I ^ and c^n correspond to each of its conju-
gates. Thus, the group generated by f_ ana operators corresponding
to the transformation of B into its conjugates is an invariant sub-
group of the / of j, and since the quotient grou^ is the I., and the
A
I of 3 is known to contain / none of whose operators (exceptingA
the identity) is in the invariant subgroup; therefore, tne / of G is
generated by / A , / B , ana operators representing the transformation
of B into its conjugates.
It will now be provea that tne J of 3 contains a subgroup sim-
ply isomorphic with /- every operator of which is commutative with
the operators effecting the automorphisms of A ana the transforma-
tion of B into its conjugates leaving the order of the operators
of B unchangea as they become constituents of a B ' .
Suppose tnat m-l subgroups can be formed to correspond to B (be
siaes itself). D , tne characteristic heaa of all of these conju-
gates, ana any one ol the m tails iorm a group simply isomorphic
with B. Since p is a prime, the co-sets with respect to D in B (or
in a £') are transformed among themselves cyclically if they are
permutea at all; and il the co-sets of one conjugate are pe ruiutea,
the corresponding co-sets of all the conjugates permute in tne same
order. Consider an operator which transforms B into itself accord-.
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ing to some one of its automorphisms. If each one of the following
Bi-1 tails does not go "into itself unaer this transformation of the
operators of B » a different transforming operator can be found which
will effect the same automorphism of B and simultaneously transform
each tail into itself. Such an operator can be found by taKing the
product 01 the original transforming operator by an operator from
I* which effects the same n-isomorphism among the operators of order
p in I's central as is effected by the original transforming opera-
tor among the co-sets of the tail of B. If ft is such an operator
01 the / of J, ana any operator of B , as tt (which for convenience
may be supposed in the first co-set after D) is transformed into
tn' in the nth co-set (where n = l., • • • , (p - 1 ); supposing that the oraer
of the co-sets is that of successive powers), ana if c is an opera-
tor of oraer p from the central of A » then
ft"
1
t x ft = t n
' (ft" 1 cR = c n >• U )
Now let V be any operator of the / of J which transforms B into a
B' leaving the oraer of the B -const i tuents the same as tnat of the
corresponding operators of B. Then
M't
x
l = t
x
ci (F- 1 tn'F - tn'c
ni ). (2)
Trans lo rming (1 ) by V and (2) by ft gives
7- 1 /r 1 t
x
rv = r 1 ta'F = t^c
111
,
ff-
1
'F- 1 t,F# = /T 1 it e*fi = tn'c
ni
.
Hence, FJ? = ft T/ . Bet the totality of the ft's constitute a subgroup
of the 1 of J simply isomorphic with /_ . Accoroingly, each opera-
tor oi this ft -subgroup is commutative with each operator transform-
ing S intj a B ' under the conditions stated.
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It must also be shown thai, every R is commutat i ve with the oye
rators effecting the automorphisms of A, The only automorphisms of
A which need be examined in this relation are ti.ose ailecting the
c's in some way. If ff is an operator effecting some such automor-
phism of At it is commutative with tj hence WR and RN transform ts
in exactly the same way. Suppose that
tf
m 1 cW m c ' iff" 1 tH = t ) ; (3)
then f rom ( 1 ) ana (3 ) ,
R~ ] JT 1 cWR = c
,n
,
AT 1 R~ ] CRM m c
,n
.
Hence, the R's are individually commutative with the operators of
bt t and, accordingly, there io in the / oi G a factor which is sim-
ply isomorphic with I u .
Since the /„ is a factor, the other factor (/') depends only
upon the isomorphisms of A and. those of the tails. Hence, in aeter
mining the operators of B can be usee in some arbitrary oraer.
If letters be placed before each oi the m(p-l ) co-sets ol trie m
tails with respect to D (a letter before each such co-set) and let-
ters beiore such operators oi A outside its largest characteristic
subgroup (none are needea if all the operators are commutative and
of order p ) as are necessary to determine its group of isomor-
phisms, then the permutations of these letters during the transfor-
mation of B into each u ' (fj -const i tuents remaining in the sane or-
der as the corresponding operators of fi itself) and curing all the
automorphisms of A* will then oetermine /'
.
In the following theorems A and ft are of such forms that /'
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is readily obtained.
),i o f p a . T -P 2_ n th x. o ij a. \j yj \j o i t i o n p = 2
.
t h pti th p "nTonf \ ^ much <z i m
P 1 8 T S IDC 3 til 9 r © + A Tl O f *u u. u u ii y - ^ n a CS A T 1 TtU — -3 v X -LI S» f* Ti foil q n rt V| H n r» p no p v p
lical permutat i o n of the c o — s e t s in a ta it.
If in a ad i t ion to the g i v e n hypo th e s e s the central of A is
known to be th e i den t i ty , the n B also i 3 c ha r a c t er i s t i c and the i
o f G i mm e d i a t e 1? det er mined. Or , if b con tains no invariant sub
group whose qu ot i e nt gr oup i s s i mp 1;, i s o m o rphic with a subgroup of
the central of A
,
th en B also is char a c t e r istic and the 1 of G a e -
terminea as be f o re. See 3b.
Ex amp le • I t G s (abed )al 1 (ejgh ) 8 i the n j is the octic group
B is the symmetric group (afcecpa]], and there is but one t , which
is formed dimiciating b with the central of A. The operator of
order two which transforms B into B' is commutative not only with
all the operators of I tut also with tnose of I (because the op-
B A
erator of oraer two from A used in the dirniaiati on iu characteris-
tic in A ano invariant under /. ). Therefore, the / of 3 is simply
isomorphic with ( ab c d )a3 1
(
efgh > 8 ( i j )
.
•
The following theorem is stated because it represents the com-
mon starting point of Theorems VII., VIII., ana IX. which follow,
and a proof is here given to introduce the methoa oi aemonst rat ion
to be employee throughout. The latter three theorems are exten-
sions in different directions of the one under immediate consider-
ation.
Theorem VI. // a group G is the direct product of the group of
order p, p being any prime, and a group H which contains a charac-
teristic subgroup D of index p, neither D nor the central of H con-
taining an invariant subgroup of index p, then tne I of 3 is simply
isomorphic with the direct product of the group of i somorphisms of
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H and the holomorph oj the group of order p.
The cyclic group oi order p is characteristic, since it is the
only subgroup of oraer p in the central oi G ; ano since D is char-
acteristic in H ano contains no invariant subgroup of inaex p , it
too is characteristic in G. Each of tnese subgroups must correspond
to itself in every i somo rpni sm oi G ; furthermore, G must contain the
product of tnese two subgroups as a characteristic subgroup of inaex
p. After this characteristic subgroup of index p is fixed in any
isomorphism, there can correspond to any one oi the remaining co-set
with respect to D
,
an) one of p such co-sets and no more, ana this
correspondence then establishes the isomorphism of the entire group.
The / of G thus contains an invariant cyclic subgroup oi oraer p.
For convenience, it may be Supposed to be of oegree p, a letter cor-
responding to each oi the p interchangeable co-sets. Now, if the
operators of the characteristic subgroup D are retaineu in ti:e same
isomorphism as cefore, tnere are exactly p-1 possible correspondence
of the succeeding co-sets in the characteristic subgroup of inaex p,
since any one of the p-1 co-sets can stand first ana the oraer of
the remaining ones is then determined. / thus contains an invariant
subgroup of order p(p-l.) which, moreover, contains the cyclic sub-
group of order p invariantly. Since this subgroup can be written
on p letters it is the holomorph oi the cyclic group of order p.
The only other isomorphisms of G are those effected by the
group ol isomorphisms of H» ana accordingly, from Theorem v., the
/ of G is simply isomorphic with the direct proauct of the group of
isomorphisms of # ana the holomorph of the cyclic group of oraer p.

Example. I f G s {abed )pos iefg )oyc , trjoL is tfte alternating
group (afced)pos whicn contains a four-group as a characteristic sub
group D of incex three, neither D nor the central of H containing
an invariant subgroup ol index p. Since the group oi isomorphisms
of this H ana the holomorph oi the cyclic group of order three are
29
Known, the / oi G is simply isomorphic with (abed ) al 1 iefg ) a] i
.
Theorem VII. // a group G is the direct product of un abelian
group A of order p
m
,
type (],l,l,--«), p being any prime, and a
group H which contains a characteristic subgroup u of index p,
neither D nor the central of H containing an invariant subgroup of
index p, then the I of G is simply isomorphic uiiih the product of
the group of isomorphisms of H and the holomorph of A.
The abelian group A is characteristic in G since it is the
largest subgroup in the central of G that contains operators of
oraer p only; ana since D is characteristic in H ana contains no
invariant subgroup oi inoex p, it too is characteristic in G • Each,
of these subgroups must correspond to itseli in every automorphism
of Gi lurthermore, G must contain the product B of these two sub-
groups as a characteristic subgroup of index p. The rest oi G con-
sists of the proauct of the abelian group A into the tail of H
(which is R minus 0)»
Suppose while determining tfte isomorphisms of tne various sub-
groups which can be iarmed by isomorphism, that tne operators of H
remain in some fixed order. Let the characteristic subgroup £ be
in some identical correspondence, then any one of the first p
m
co-

sets in the tail of G can be ta^en to correspond with the one orig-
inally first. When tnis is selected, it with fl determines the en-
tire i somo rphi sin of Q . There are accordingly, exactly p
m such iso-
morphisms, and they are commutative and each of order p. Hence, so
far as the isomorphisms of these subgroups of G is concerned, tnere
is an invariant abel ian subgroup of oraer p
m
,
type For
convenience, this subgroup may be supposea to oe written on p
m let-
ters, one corresponding to each of the first p m co-sets formed with
respect to D, since tne p co-sets of any of the p-1 systems of sim-
ilar co-sets correspond among themselves ana only among themselves,
excepting in isomorphisms of H itself.
Next, consider the possible isomorphisms of the co-sets in B
(the operators of H being in the same original oraer ana D thereby
in identical correspondence). The arrangement of these co-sets is
unrestricted by tne order of the co-sets in the tail of G {=3 minus
B). Hence, since these p m -l co-sets differ from one another only
by operators from A by which D is multiplied to give them, they
may be made isornorpnic exactly according to the group ol isomor-
phisms 01 A •
This then effects all the possicle isomorphisms of A ari'i of
the p
m subgroups simply isomorphic with H (found cy a d : 1 - i somo r-
phisrn of h with each of the /y- subgroups of A, each ol oraer p
and each being here employable in p-1 ways, since any one of its
operators of order p can be taxen as the generator). The number of
these isomorphisms is p m times the order of the group of isomor-
44. cumside, Theory oj Groups (1911) p. 110.
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phisms of A. Furthermore, the group of these isomorphisms can be
written on the p m letters previously introduced ana it contains as
an invariant subgroup, as was seen, an atel ian group of order p m ,
type (1,1, !,•••). Eut p m times the order 01 the group oi' isomor-
phisms ol A is the order oi the holomorph of A , which is the maxi-
mum group on p
m letters containing A invariantly. Hence this group
is the holomorph oi A .
Eesides these isomorphisms already determined t the only other
isomorphisms of G are those eifected by the group of isomorphisms
of Ht and from Theorem V. this group is a factor in the / of j.
Therefore, the / of 'J is simply isomorphic with the direct product
of the group of isomorphisms of H and the holomorph of A*
Example. If j « (ajbcd ) al 1 (e/ ) Igh ) > then H is the symmetric
group of degree four and A is the four-group. Since H is then a
complete group and the holomorph of the four-grouF is the symmetric
group of orcer twenty-four, the / of J is simply isomorphic with
iabcd )al 1 iefgh )al 1
.
The groups of isomorphisms oi abelian groups of order pm , type
4 5
(1,1, ],•••) have been studied by hoc re, so that tne nolomorpn of
such a group is a definitely determined group.
If p = 2, it is interesting to note that, i f m = 2 (A is then
the four-group ) , the holomorph is" tne symmetric group of order 24;
4e
if in = 3, the holomorpn of A is the group of order 1344 and cegree
45. Moore, -Bulletin of American Mathematical Society (2) vol.2
(1895) pp .3j-43; C/ . Burn s i de , Theory of JrOUpS (1911) §§89,90.
46. For more information and references on this interesting group
see Miller, American J ournal of Mathematics, vol.21 (1899) p. 337.

eight; if .771 = 4, the holomorph of A is a primitive substitution
47
group of degree 16, order 8!fa.
Corollary. // G is the direct product of a symmetric group of
degree n, n ^ 2 or 6, and an abelian group of order 2m , type (],],-
••), then the I of G is simply isomorphic with the direct proauct
of that symmetric group ana the holomorph of the given abelian
g roup .
if n = 2, G is simH ly isomorphic group of order 2
Ji + 1
,
type
(ljl !•••). // 71 = 6, the I of G is the direct product of the nolo-
morph of the given abelian group and an imprimitive group of order
1440 and degree 12, this being the group of isomorphisms of the sym-
48
metric group of order 720.
THEOREM VIII, // a group G is the airect product of a cyclic
group of order p m , p being any odd prime, and a group H which con-
tains a characteristic subgroup D of index p, neither D nor the cen-
tral of H containing an invariant subgroup of index p, then the I of
G is simply isomorphic with the direct product of the cyclic group
of order p m ~ 1 , the holomorph of the, group of order p, ana tne group
of i somorp hi sms of H.
.
From the hypotheses D is characteristic in 3 as is also the
cyclic group (£) ol order p
m and the single subgroup of oraer
.p
contained in it; these latter two being the only suogroups of their
respective orders in the central of Q. From Theorem V. the / of G
47. Miller, American Journal or Mathematics, vol.20 (1898) p. 223.
48. Miller, Bulletin of American mathematical Society (2) x 1 .
1
(1895) p. 258; and Holder, Ma th e m a t i s c h e Annalen, vol.46 (1895) p. 345.
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will be the direct product of the group of isomorphisms of H ana a
group /' which is generated by the group of isomorphisms of the
cyclic group and operators corresponding to the subgroups to which
H can. correspond. It remains to determine /'.
Now G is generated cy the characteristic cyclic group of order
p
m ana H or any group simply isomorphic with H which can be formed
by an isomorphism of H with subgroups from Trie onj^ subgroup
from E which can be thus usea in trie single one of order p, since
D is the subgroup which in h :;iust oe employeu as the invariant sub-
group ana any subgroup of order greater tnan p from E woulci then re-
sult in a group of oraer greater than H which then could not De put
into simple isomorphism with it. Since this subgroup of order y
can be generated by any one of its p-i operators of order p, H and
the p-3 different groups which can De formed simply isomorphic, con-
stitute a characteristic set of p subgroups, and with E in fixed
isomorphism, the resulting invariant subgroup in / ' is a cyclic
group of order p
•
The group of isomorphisms of E is a cyclic group of order
(p
m
) = p
m ~ 1 Cp-1 ).
49
In this the operators of order p
n
, n
- 1 * • • • »m - 1 »
leave the operators of order p in E invariant, simply transforming
among thei'nse ? y,e s in the possible ways the operators of order p ,
i>l, in E whose first power in the subgroup of order p is the same
operator. Since these operators of order p are invariant unoer this
cyclic group of order p m
~ 1
, the subgroup of order p in / ' will nave
49. Eurnside
,
Theory Of Groups (1911) §88; also Miller, Transac-
tions of American Mathematical Society, vol.4 (1903) pp.1b3-160.

each of its operators commutative with each of the operators of this
cyclic group. But the cyclic subgroup of order p-1 in the group of
isomorphisms of E transforms the cyclic subgroup of order p in E ex-
actly according to its possible i sorao rphi sms , or the cyclic suogroup
of order p in /' is transformed according to its own group of isomor-
phisms. Hence, /' contains a cyclic group of order p m * 1 and a cyc-
lic group of order p extenaea by operators transforming it into all
its possible isomorphisms, these operators being commutative indi-
vidually with those ol the cyclic group of order p m * Therefore,
/' is the direct proauct of the cyclic group of order p
E " 1
ana the
holomorph of the grou^ of order p.
If the cyclic group E were of order 2m , then its group of iso-
morphisms would be an aoelian group of order type (m-2,1). 49
The operator of order two used from E in forming the only conjugate
of H would be characteristic so unaffected by any operator oi the
group of isomorphisms of £. Accordingly, /' would be an abelian
group of order ^m
,
type (m-2,1,1), ana the theorem would be
THEOREM Villa. // a grou F G is the direct product of a cyclic
group of order 2 m u.nd a group H which contains a cnaract eristic sub-
group D of index 2, neither D nor the central of H containing an
invariant subgroup of index 2, then t'ne I of G is simply isomorphic
with the direct product of an abelian group of order 2 m , type
{m-2j 1,1) and the group of isomorphisms of H.
Example. If G s (abe?$ )all (efgh >cyc, then H s (abcd)all con-
tains the tetrahedral group as a characteristic subgroup D of index
tv»o, neither D nor the central of H having an invariant subgroup of
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index tv\o. The lot G, accordingly, is simply isomorphic with
Cafced ) ai
1
(ef ) (gh ) .
Note. It may be noted tnat in the preceding Theorems VI., VII.,
V II I • the fact that I-a is a factor in the / of G could oe establisued
in each case independently of the Theorem V • The problem is simple
if p=2. If p is an oda p^iae , then in each case there is a nolo -
morph of an abelian group, odd^order p , type ( 1 > 1 > • • • ) j which h o -
lomorph is a complete group. By showing that this holomorph is
an invariant subgroup of the / of 5, it is known to be a factor (See
reference 2 5).
Theorem IX. // G is the direct product of the group of order
5
1
two and a group H which contains in a characteristic series n
successive subgroups each of index 2 in the preceding, neither the
last, Hn of index 2 in H, nor the central of H containing an inva-
riant subgroup of index two, then the I of G is sim.pl], isomorphic
.with the direct product of the group of i s onto rphi sms of H and an
abelian group of order 2n , type (1, !,•••).
While this theorem does not come directly under the problem
considered in Theorem V., still it is easy to show tnat /H is here
a factor in the / of G • As suggested in a note alter Theorem V.
,
since the prime is 2, there is cut one co-set outside the characteris-
tic subgroup of index p In any sucgroup of the characteristic se-
ries. Hence, there is no cyclic permutation among the co-sets of
a tail, ana in t rans forming. H into any of its conjugates an opera-
tor (t) either goes into some operator (t M of the same co-set (or
heaa) or goes into such an operator it') multiplied by the operator
of order two. If one operator of a co-set is multiplied by one of
the operators from the group of order two, all of the operators oi
50. Burnside, Iheori of Groups (1897) p. 239.
51. Frobenius, Berliner 3 i t zung s b e r i ch t e
,
1895, p. 1027.
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that co-set are multiplied by that same operator; say by c. Let
R be an operator transforming H according to any one oi its auto-
morphisms, then
/T 1 tR - t ' UT.1 cR = c ) . (1 )
If 1/ be an operator transforming H into any one of its conjugates
without altering the order of the //-constituents from that oi tne
order of the corresponding operators of H , then
f -
1
tV = to (
F
-
1
t ' V = t ' c ) . (2)
Transforming (1) by V and (2) by /? gives, respectively,
V- 1 #- 1 fc£? = t 'c,
R- ] V~ ] tVR = t'e.
Hence, VR = Rl' , and 7H is accordingly a factor in the / of 'J. Since
the group of isomorphisms of the group ol oroer two ici the identi-
ty, it remains only to determine the possible isomorphisms of H
with its conjugates when the oraer of the //-constituents is the
same as the order oi the corresponding operators of H itself.
The operator of order two in the group of order two is char-
acteristic in G. Hjx is a characteristic subgroup of G. Lex the
operators of H be in some fixea order ana let Hn remain in iaenti-
cal correspondence while the subgroup I' of the / of G is deter-
mined. Each isomorphism of H with an H' is fixed ty n correspond-
,
ences, one for each of H , H\ , •• , //n _i , and tnere are two options
in each case (since tnere are two conjugates in each case). These
n correspondences are independent of one another, so that tnere are
in all 2n subgroups in this set of conjugates (including H itself).
Moreover, the operator transforming H into any of tries e H'*s is of I
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order 2, and all such transformations are commutative. Hence, /'
is an abelian group of order 2n containing no operator of order
greater than two. Therefore, the / of G is simply isomorphic with
the direct product of an abelian group of order 2n , type (],!;•••)
and the group of isomorphisms of #.
Example. If G (abc )al 1 (def >al 1 (gh") i then H s (a&c >al Hde/
)
all, in which ff.s [
(
abc )a 1 1
(
d ef ) al 1 1 pos , which is a char-
acteristic subgroup of index two; fiL • (afce ).cyc (de/ )cyc , which is
a characteristic subgroup of index 2 in ffi and neither # 2 nor the
central of H contains an invariant subgroup of index two. Since
the group of isomorphisms of H is the double holomorph of the sym-
metric group of order six, or is (afccde/) 72 » then the / of G is
seen to be simply isomorphic with iabcde f ) 12 (ghi j >4 .
Theorem X. // 5 is the direct product of a metac d c lie group
of order p(p-l ) and a cyclic group of order p-1, then the I of G
is simply isomorphic with the direct product of the holomorphs
of the cyclic groups of order p and p-1.
The problem is insignificant if p is the even prime: hence,
p will be suppose ^in the following proof to be an ode prime.
G contains the cyclic group Iff) of oroer p-1 as a character-
istic subgroup, since it is the central of the direct product.
The metacyclic group (Jf ) of order p(p-l) is a complete group, be-
5ing the holomorph of the cyclic group of order p, which cyclic
group is a characteristic subgroup of M. In tne automorphisms of
G, M corresponds to itself and to conjugates formed by multiple
isomorphism of M with C and with all its various subgroups.
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The conditions are not exactly those name; in Theorem V.j since
here the characteristic subgroup of order p in M is not usually
(only when p = 3 ) of prime index. It must be noted, however, that
this same characteristic subgroup of index p -] occurs in all the
conjugates of M ano that the transformations of the co-sets of M
are always cyclic with respect to this subgroup of inaex p-1. Ac-
coraingly, by means of equations like those employed in proving
Theorem V., it can be shown immediately that the / of " contains
the group of isomorphisms of M as a factor, the other lactor (/')
being the group oi isomorphisms of the cyclic group of order p-1
extenaea by operators corresponaing to the transformation of M into
its conjugates without changing the oraer of the operators of M as
they oecome constituents in the conjugates. Since M is its own
group of automorphisms, it remains to show that /' is the nolomorph
of the cyclic group of order p-1.
Now every subgroup oi a cyclic group is cyclic and character-
istic. If the order of any subgroup (including the identity and
tne given cyclic group itself) is d, it has exactly <p(d ) automor-
phisms, so that the number of conjugates of M is p-1; because fro-m
number theory, "If d
1
, d 2 *
* • •
» d
r
be the different divisors of m,
2 <p(dj ) = Inil .'
,52
If M is transformed into the conjugate formed by a multiple
isomorphism between M and the cyclic group of order p-1 itself, tne
transforming operator is seen to be of order p-1; and, furthermore,
if tnis transformation be repeatea, it gives the entire set of p-1
52. Lucas, Thiorie des V ombres (1891) p.400.
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conjugates. Accordingly, the subgroup* 1}' which corresponds to the
transformation of M into all its conjugates (order of .^-constitu-
ents being the same as the order of the operators of I) is a cyclic
group of order p-1, which can be written as a transitive suostitu-
tion group on p-1 letters, a letter corresponding to each conjugate.
If the operators of M remain in some fixed order ana the character-
istic cyclic group of order p-1 in G is transformed according to
its group of isomorphisms, the p-1 conjugate subgroups (in tne set
with M) are permuted according to tnis group oi isomorphisms. Hence
the p-1 subgroups are permuted according to a group generated by a
cyclic group of order p-1 and the group of isomorphisms of a cyc-
lic group of order p-1. This group can be represented on p-1 let-
ters and contains the cyclic group of order p-1 invariantly. Ac-
cordingly, /' is the holomorph ol the cyclic group of order p-1,,
and the / of G is simply isomorphic with the direct product of the
holomorph of order p(p-l) and the holomorph of tne cyclic group of
order p - 1 .
Example. Let G = (abcde ) 20 ^fghDoyo . Then the raetacyclic
group is M s (abcde) 20 w^110 *"1 i s *ne holomorph of the group of or-
der five. The noloraorph of (fghi)oyo is an octic group. Hence,
the / of G is simply isomorphic with ( abcde ) ~
n
(fghi 1 8 .
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III. THEOREMS ON SOME EXTENDED GROUPS
Theorem XI. Suppose the group H written as a regular substitu-
tion group and its group of isomorphisms /g written on the same
letters. If H be extended by an invariant substitution of order
two from I„ such that it transforms every operator of the central
5 3C of a into its inverse and leaves H char act esisti c in the newly-
formed group G, then the I of G is simply isomorphic with the sub-
stitution g roup generated by C and L. .
The order of the I of G equals the product of the order of C
by the order of 1R .
Since H is characteristic in G, when H is fixea in identical
correspondence, the possible i sornorphi sms of the latter half of G
determine an invariant subgroup of / . If s is the operator of
order two by which H is extended, the products of s bj each of
tne operators of C transform H exactly as s itseli does, and all
these products are of oraer two; moreover, these are tne only ones
having these properties. Furthermore, the automorphisms which are
effected if they in turn stand in correspondence with s, exactly
correspond to a group (invariant in /) simply isomorphic with C.
The other possible isomorphisms arise when the subgroup H
cooresponds to itself in all the ways it may as a subgroup of G,
which evidently could not be more ways than if it were an independ-
ent group by itself. Bet here it can correspond exactly according
to its own group of isomorphisms, since its group of isomorphisms
53. Miller, Transactions of American Mathematical Society, vol.10
(1909) pp . 47 1 -478
.
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always transforms it into itself, and at the same time, by hypoth-
esis, transforms s into itself. Hence, G is invariant under the
group of isomorphisms l-^ , and the oraer of the I of 3 equals the
product of the order of C by the oraer of 7 H , since the quotient
group of / with respect to a group simply isomorphic with C has been
seen to be /„ . Now in the isomorphisms of 3 tne operator s and its
EL
c-l conjugates were first permuted according to an invariant sub-
group (of / ) sirnplj, isomorphic with G and then exactly as the ope-
rators of C itself were permuted by the substitutions of ; oiore-
n
over, these and their products are the only permutations of these
o conjugates. Hence, the invariant subgroup (in / ) sirnplj isomor-
phic with C is transformed b> the rest of the operators of / in ex-
actly the same way as C is transformed by /H . Now the first power
of any operator of /H appearing in C is the ioentity, otnerwise
some non-identity operator of L would transform H in the same way
H
as .the identity itself does, which is impossible, moreover, C is
invariant under /„ since it is a characteristic subgroup of R .
d
Hence, if C were extended by the operators of /„ , the resulting
group would be of order equal to the order of / . With respect to
the invariant subgroup C, its quotient group would be simply isomor-
phic with /„ . In this group, C is transformed exactly as the sim-
,
n
ply isomorphic invariant subgroup in / is transformed; also every
operator of this group represents a different isomorphism of 5.
54
Hence, the group formed would be simply isomorphic with the / of G.
Notes. If i n the preceding theorem H were the direct product of
the group C (abelian) and a group (which could contain no invariant
54. Miller, Bulletin of American Mathematical Society, (2) vol.3
( 1 896-97 ) p . 2 1 8, Th . I I .
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operator besides the identity)) then the I of the extended group
(S3 would be sinpl) isomorphic with the direct product of the nolo-
morph of C and the group of isomorphisms of the other facoor.
If* the central C of H contained no operator of even order,
then the substitutions of C would actually transform the c con-
jugates (of s) according to the group said to be simply isomorphic
with C, and sinultaneouslv leave H fixed in identical correspond-
ence. In this case [C , I ] is a substitution group simply isomorphic
with I and on the same letters as G so that its operators actually
transform G according to all its auto morph isms.
The fact that / is here written as a regular group makes trie
method for ootaining I of 3 seem formidable; still, since the cen-
tral C frequently is oi low order, a group simply isomorphic with
54the / of G can often be easily constructed. That is, if G is
formed by extending a group H by an operator of order two jjhich
transforms each operator of the central ( C ) of H into its inverse
and leaves H characteristic in G and such that it can still cor-
respond to itself according to its oajn group of isomorphisms (/ji^>
then the I of G is simply isomorphic with the group obtained by
extending a group C' } simply isomorphic with C, by the operators
of a group simply isomorphic with 1^ , which operators transform C'
exactly as the corresponding operators of Iu transform G, their
first powers appearing in C ' being the identity.
Thus, if H s (aoc )cyc idefg )
g
, it is of order twenty-four, its
central C a (abe )cyc (d/« eg ) being a cyclic group of order six, an_*
its group of isomorphisms simply isomorphic with the direct proauct
2 9
of an octic group and a group of order 2. Suppose H is extended
by an operator of order two, say ab ,. which transforms each opera-
tor of C into its inverse; then H remains characteristic in the
newly-formed group G (since H is generated by the operators of G
whose orders are divisible by 3). Hence, the / of G is simply iso-
morphic with a group generated by a cyclic group of oraer six and
a group simply isomorphic with I -a (under which that cyclic group is
invariant) which transforms the operators oi that cyclic group into
their inverses and is such that the first power of any of its ope-
rators appearing in that cyclic group is the identity. These con-
ditions are fulfilled by ((abe ) (de )] t (ab ) (fghi )8 1 . This is tne
group (abc )al
1
ide )ifghi )g or is simply isomorphic with the direct
2 9product ol j and a group of order %»
Now if A is any abel ian group of even order it may be extendea
by an operator of order 4 .vhich has its square in A ana tfhich trans-
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forms each operator of A into its inverse; all of the operators in
the extension will be of order 4 and all ha\e a common square in i.
In connection with the preceding theorem, accordingly, trie following
proposition is obvious since its proof is precisely as tnat just
made
:
// G is formed by extending a grou H H, whose central C is of
even order, by an operator of order 4 whose square is in and
which transforms each operator of C into its inverse and Leaves H
characteristic in G and such that it can correspond according to
its own group of isomorphisms ( rH ) , then the I of G is simply iso-
morphic with the group obtained by extending a group C' simply iso-
morphic with C, by the operators of a group simply isomorphic with
l-a, which operators transform C' exactly' as the corresponding ope-
rators of /H transform C, their first powers appearing in C' being
the identity
.
If H is an abel ian group, it is its own central and tne ex-
tended group 5 is in one case the general dihedral group and in
the other the general dicycl ic group. Theorems regarding the groups
of isomorphisms in these special cases have been establisned by
29
Wilier; thus
,
1. If an abelian group H which involves operators whose orders
exceed 2 is e xt ended by means of an operator of order 2 which trans-
forms each operator of H into its inverse, then the group of isomor-
phisms of this extended group is the ho lomorph of H.
2. The group of isomorphisms of the general dicyclic group as
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regards an abelian group which is not both of order 2m and type
(2,1,1, •••) is the holorriorph of this abelian group.
The following two minor theorems cover cases of certain ex-
tensions of groups which contain no invariant operators besides
the identity.
Theorem XII. // a group H, whose central is the identity, is
a characteristic subgroup of a group G which is simply isomorphic
with an invari ant subgroup of the group of isomorphisms of H (/- ) 3
then the I of G is simply isomorphic ajith /_ .
n
In proving this theorem it may be supposed that H is written
as a regular substitution group and that /„ is written on the same
letters. Since H is its own group of inner isomorphisms, it will
be an invariant subgroup of the suostitution group JL , and will be
a characteristic subgroup of an invariant subgroup G' of /„ , where
n
G' is simply isomorphic with G • Abstractly, G and Q ' have the same
group of automorphisms.
Since H is cnaracter ist ic in G ' , the / of G will contain an
invariant subgroup corresponding to the possible isomorphisms of
G' when the operators of H remain in fixed correspondence. Eut H
is extended by operators of its own group of isomorphisms to form
G* , and as these operators all transform H differently, this in-
variant subgroup is just the identity. Hence, the / of G ' cannot
be greater than the group of isomorphisms of #. Eut G' is invari-
ant under the group of isomorphisms of H ana is transformed dif-
ferently by each operator of this group. Therefore, the / of G is
simply isomorphic with the group of isomorphisms of #.
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Example. If H a (abed )pos iefgh )pos , then its group of isomor-
phisms is the double ftoiomorph oi the symmetric group of cegree
four; viz., ( a be d ) al 1 ( efg h ) al 1 ( ae • fc/« e g • da ) . # is a characteristic
subgroup of 6 = [(abed )al i (efgh )al 1] pos , which is invariant in the
double holomorph of the symmetric group of degree four. Hence, the
f of G is the double nolomorph ( ab cd > al 1
(
efgh ) al 1
(
ae • 6/ • eg
•
dh )
•
Theorem XI II. // t/is group of inner isomorphisms of a group E,
whose central is the identity, is a characteristic subgroup of the
group of isomorphisms of H U^), then the I of any group G which
contains H and which is simply isomorphic with an invariant sub-
group of Lj, , is simply isomorphic with Jg
.
If H is written as a regular group, /_ can be written on the
same letters ana will contain H as a characteristic subgroup. Hence
/H is a complete group (see proof of Theorem V.), and accordingly,
contains no otner subgroup simply isomorphic with #. For this rea-
son H is characteristic in any subgroup of L , or is characteris-
tic in G. The rest of trie proof follows from the preceding theorem.
Example. If'H is the dihedral group [ (abe.de \nlfgh )al 13 dim,
(order 30), its group of isomorphisms is the double holomorph of
the cyclic group of oraer fifteen, or /_ s ( abede ) on (fgh )al 1 , or-
a. 2.0
der 120. Now fl contains no invariant operator besides the iden-
tity ana is characteristic in /_ because it is formed by the group
n
G
1
5
composed oi all the operators of oroer b, 5, and lb and every
operator of order 2 (in 7 H ) which transforms each operator of £« s
into its inverse. Hence, since any subgroup of index two in /__ is
an invariant subgroup, {abode ) (fgh )al 1 , which is of oroer 60 and
contains H , has /„ for its group of isomorphisms.
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